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THE VIRUS OF ANTI-SEMITISM FEEDS OFF THE “JEW FLU”
A Special Report from the Coalition for a Safer Web
As Americans confront an unprecedented threat to our public safety, financial livelihood and
social security from the COVID-19 novel virus, anti-Semites -- many masquerading as white
nationalists -- are weaponizing social media platforms in order to link the origin and spread
of the Corona virus to Jews. They are abetted by foreign nationals and the Russian
Government who have their own home-grown anti-Semitic traditions and misinformation
agendas upon which to cast blame on Jews for the virus. Unfortunately, the history of antiSemitism provides hate-mongers a rich source of tropes and myths on which to rely –
harkening back to historical deadly pandemics.
Since January the Coalition for a Safer Web (www.coalitionsw.org) (CSW) has been
cataloguing the usual (and not so usual) sources of anti-Semitic content on major social
media platforms, including YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, as well as encrypted
end-to-end web-based communications apps (Facebook’s WhatsApp, Telegram, and Signal).
Our research covered domestic virus-instigated anti-Semitic content, but also trans-national
white nationalist and anti-Semitic groups operating from Russia and Eastern Europe
(particularly from Hungary and Lithuania – two nations where anti-Semitic social media
operations are particularly active).
Much of what CSW intercepted can be traced to verifiable sources and accounts. But some
of the extremist content is unable to be directly sourced, even if it is amplified by
mainstream news sources. Why? There are a lot of anti-Semitic cowards on social media;
using aliases and odd names to hide their identities. There are also neo-Nazi “cells” and
groups operating overtly as well as in the shadows on the so-called Dark Web which are
accessible only after navigating a lot of web trap doors. Some steal dormant Twitter
accounts, using the names of the innocent persons to hide behind. In other words, this
requires a careful Sherlock Holmes sleuthing to unearth the internet-based underworld of
anti-Semitic activists.
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The Kremlin & White Nationalist Trolling Regarding the Corona Virus
Since its inception CSW has been researching the links between the Kremlin and transnational neo-Nazi/white nationalist groups, particularly The Base and the Atomwaffen
Division.
Ten days ago, CSW issued a Press Release (see our website at www.coalitionsw.org/media)
warning that the U.S. citizen Rinaldo Nazzaro -- the neo-Nazi leader of most violent and large
group known as The Base -- is using his haven in St. Petersburg, Russia with the full
knowledge and consent of the Kremlin. It is no surprise that Nazzaro is welcomed in St.
Petersburg – Vladimir Putin’s hometown and a hotbed of Russian white nationalism whose
city leaders hosted American neo-Nazis in recent years.
CSW has not uncovered a direct link between the Kremlin and neo-Nazi groups promoting
anti-Semitic corona virus conspiracies. However, circumstantial evidence abounds.
According to Agence France Presse reported in the South China Post (https://bit.ly/2UhX7xR)
“Thousands of Russian-linked social media accounts have launched a coordinated
effort to spread alarm about the new coronavirus, disrupting global efforts to fight
the epidemic, US officials say the disinformation campaign promotes unfounded
conspiracy theories that the United States is behind the Covid-19 outbreak, in an
apparent bid to damage the US image around the world by seizing on health
concerns.”
And in a March 18, 2020 Reuters report (https://reut.rs/2QGZdoK) Russian media have
deployed a “significant disinformation campaign” against the West to worsen the impact of
the coronavirus, generate panic and sow distrust, citing a European Union document seen
by Reuters.
“The overarching aim of Kremlin disinformation is to aggravate the public health
crisis in Western countries...in line with the Kremlin’s broader strategy of attempting
to subvert European societies…”
The document was produced by the EU’s foreign policy arm, the European External Action
Service said. An EU database has recorded almost 80 cases of disinformation about
coronavirus since Jan. 22, it said, noting Russian efforts to amplify Iranian accusations online,
cited without evidence, that coronavirus was a U.S. biological weapon.
There is also considerable evidence of the Kremlin spreading its own disinformation about
the virus and funding trolls and bot farms in Eastern Europe (Ukraine, Lithuania, and
Hungary) which dabble in white Fascist nationalism anti-Semitism. These trolls and bot
purveyors serve as secondary and tertiary amplifiers of Corona virus conspiracy theories
picked up by neo-Nazi community boards and chat rooms in the U.S.
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We single out a Facebook page of the neo-Nazi anti-Semite Jozsef Osztronkovics (appearing
on Page 10, whose English & Hungarian-language postings are carbon copies of Kremlin
Internet Research Agency anti-Semitic/anti-American pandemic conspiracy theories.
Which begs the question: why would the Kremlin find common cause with neo-Nazi’s and
white Fascist nationalists?
Two years ago, the Washington Post published an article entitled: “America’s neo-Nazis
Don’t Look to Germany for Inspiration. They Look to Russia.” (https://wapo.st/3dtyndt).
The report highlights the affinity home-grown U.S. neo-Nazi groups have for Putin’s version
of “Slavic" white nationalism, and the affiliations developing between American neo-Nazis
and Putin’s government – especially with Putin’s cronies in St. Petersburg.
Citing U.S. intelligence sources, the New York Times reported on March 10
(https://nyti.ms/2UF6W8h):
“ The Russian government has stepped up efforts to inflame racial tensions in the United
States as part of its bid to influence November’s presidential election, including trying to
incite violence by white supremacist groups and to stoke anger among African-Americans,
according to seven American officials briefed on recent intelligence.”
No amount of Kremlin denials can mask the fact that the virus pandemic has been hijacked
by Putin’s troll and bot armies to enlist dangerous white nationalist proxy groups in Eastern
Europe to promote virus conspiracy theories. While there is no smoking gun that CSW could
pinpoint, the Kremlin is certainly spreading a lot of anti-Semitic toxic smoke and willfully
associating itself with Nazi/white nationalist groups.
The Toxicity of “Telegram”
Sino-Phobic/Anti-Semitic Memes
CSW has uncovered scores of Sino-phobic/anti-Semitic memes circulating on Telegram.
Telegram is the preferred encryption APP of white nationalist groups in the U.S. and Europe.
Although the majority of Telegram’s content is end-to-end encrypted, plenty of anti-Semites
come out of their encrypted hiding places to lure potential supporters into encrypted
recruiting chat rooms. They deploy these types of memes to attract attention – call it “click
bait.”
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As well as…

And this:
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And this intercept….
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And this meme on another Telegram account:

The Atomwaffen Division and Its Telegram Social Media Offspring
The violence-inciting Atomwaffen Division (AWD) – is a trans-national neo-Nazi group
operating in Europe and the U.S.
Earlier this month, the FBI arrested five members of AWD (whose members had already
been arrested in 2018 for committing five murders). Its leader John Denton, 26 – reported by
ProPublica in 2018 as “involved in nearly every aspect of the organization” as its leader – is
known inside AWD by the alias “Rape”. He allegedly coordinated “swatting attacks” in 2018
and 2019 on journalists, Old Dominion University, and a historically black church. The
violence was directed not only at journalists, but also staff members of the Anti-Defamation
League. Atomwaffen was the first of a number of Neo-Nazi groups which emerged from
2015 and later that embraced a so-called “accelerationist” ideology, which preaches that
western society is corrupt and violent acts sowing chaos will speed up its downfall and allow
a white supremacist state to be built in its place. (https://bit.ly/39f0Y38)
The Telegram account “Overpromise Overdeliver” is a handle for one of the AWD’s
propogandists. Although the reference to “ZOG” in the tweet is not widely understood, it
refers to the anti-Semitic trope “Zionist Operated Governments.” “ZOG” is an all-tooprevalent acronym utilized by anti-Semitic groups to link via a nebulus-soundng acronym
found throughout Twitter, YouTube and Facebook.
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Encrypted End-to-End & Open Anti-Semitism on Telegram
By any standard, the on-line global messaging service Telegram enables the dark underworld
of daily comms inciting pro-terror anti-Semitism. Telegram would be a worthless web-based
bulletin board without its encryption technology – utilized on any given day by
approximately 300 million users – testament to its power in the social media marketplace.
However, its management aids and abets these fringe accounts with full knowledge of their
existence.
Telegram’s platform enables global neo-Nazi groups to link up in encrypted exchanges.
Dubbing themselves “The Terrogram”, these groups are highly connected, sharing even
more outlandish tropes about who is responsible for spreading the virus. Several of these
groups running roughshod through Telegram include Atomwaffen Division, which is
responsible for committing deadly acts of domestic terrorism.
One of the most virulent anti-Semitic accounts originates in Ukraine known as Der Sturmer
(an affiliate of the world-wide anti-Semitic communications platform started in the U.S.
known as the Daily Stormer – the name of Hitler’s daily gutter newspaper).
In the following Telegram intercept the so-called Worldwide Union of National Socialism –
yet another cross-pollinator with Der Sturmer, calls on its members to take advantage of a
Jewish community weakened by its virus-inflicted loss of wealth to rise up against it.
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Twitter is Another Unfortunate Source of Anti-Semitic Conspiracy Theories
The following example of a noxious Twitter account by one @AndySlo3029341 is particularly
rabid. Mr. Sloan asserts that Coronavirus is a “Jewish Black Ops.” He is not only spreading
anti-Semitic invective on Twitter, but also in Instagram.
CSW has flagged Mr. Sloan’s account to Twitter’s management demanding his account be
shut down.
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Jews Financially Benefiting From the Pandemic
It also did not take long for the anti-Semites who have Twitter accounts to target Jews for
being the principal recipients of U.S. government financial support. The so-called “45th
Division” Twitter account singles out White House National Economic Council Director Larry
Kudlow as the funnel to Jewish recipients. CSW has uncovered dozens of exchanges on a
variety of Twitter accounts claiming “Jewish Bankers” or “Jews from Wall Street” will divert
financial support provided to unemployed Americans to benefit themselves.
One example is the following “45th Division” Twitter account singling out National Economic
Council Director Larry Kudlow as the “Jew banker” responsible for diverting financial relief
away from needy Americans.
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Facebook Postings (Hungary & Lithuania)
Representative of a growing volume of Facebook (FB) postings from Eastern Europe
breeding anti-Semitism is the following Facebook account of one Jozsef Ostronkovics, who
is affiliated with the neo-Nazi group known as “Stormfront” -- one of the viler trans-national
neo=Nazi groups based in Hungary and Lithuania. His FB page post asserts that the virus is a
US-Israeli made terror weapon. Ostronkovovics’ FB page is replete with Eastern European
sourced neo-Nazi propaganda; albeit much of it intended to incite neo-Nazi sympathizers in
Hungary. CSW is tracking more and more white nationalist/anti-Semitic content emanating
from Hungary in recent weeks, which we attribute to Russian-financed bots and accounts
translatable from Hungarian to English for dissemination in the U.S.
CSW will recommend to FB’s management that this toxic purveyor’s account be deleted.
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Islamists Blame the Zionists & Jews
Algerian news outlet Al Masdar published a conspiracy theory under the headline, “A Zionist
organization is behind the coronavirus and the Zionist entity (Israel) claims to have found
the vaccine.”
Iranian mullah Nasser Makarem Shirazi declared it is prohibited to take any Israeli
medication for the virus unless there is no alternative. Even Western Israel-haters couldn’t
wrap their heads around the prospect. “I’d rather take my chances with the virus than
consume an Israeli vaccine,”wrote Roshan M. Saliah, an Iranian Press TV journalist and editor
of the British Muslim news site Five Pillars (from The Algemeiner (https://bit.ly/3ahhAbQ)
citing John Emerson’s Investigative Project on Terrorism.
One interception by CSW of the encrypted site Telegram discloses that a prominent proBDS Palestinian group is disseminating the canard that a virus vaccine is being developed in a
West Bank settlement being made available only to Israeli Jews and not to Israeli Arabs or
West Bank Palestinians.
Turkey is another bastion of vile virus blaming. In a video posted to Twitter on March 13 by
IMChaber24 (a Turkish version of Buzzfeed) a minibus driver and his passengers can be
heard engaging in antisemitic conspiracy theories. The driver claims that all outbreaks, from
AIDS to Ebola, were created by pharmaceutical companies, before asking: "And to whom do
the companies belong?"
A passenger suggests "the rich," but the driver immediately counters with "the Jews.
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The Uncorroborated ABC News Report
We wanted to conclude our expose with a report by ABC News on March 22nd that extremist
groups, including neo-Nazis, are encouraging members of these groups who contract the
disease to spread the contagion to the police and to Jews via bodily fluid filled spray bottles,
according to the FBI. The extremists are also directing followers to spread the disease to
Jews by going "any place they may be congregated, to include markets, political offices,
businesses and places of worship." (https://abcn.ws/3dobLv1).
This report was understandably alarming and was widely disseminated across the web.
However, CSW could not independently corroborate the report, and neither ABC News nor
the FBI have responded to our requests to provide evidence of the threat’s origin.
This is not to state that the threat is not real, but ABC News provided scant detail which
white nationalist/neo-Nazi group or groups may have instigated this threat. Alternatively,
one individual who has no significant on-line following could have conjured up the threat
and it was either overheard by an FBI informant, or dispatched to the FBI as a vicious false
alarm.
If and when CSW can corroborate the sourcing of ABC News’ report, we will share it with our
readers.
SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS
Unfortunately, the lurid association made by white nationalists and neo-Nazis between the
Corona virus pandemic and Jews finds its roots in historical anti-Semitism myths and tropes,
concerned civic groups, social media platforms, and governments share a duty and
responsibility to curtail it, rather than merely highlight its terrible prevalence.
The greatest leverage consumers have to demand more accountability from social media
platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, or Telegram is by: 1) demanding the digital advertising
industry exert more of its financial leverage over social media platforms to exorcise vile antiSemitic and white nationalist extremist incitement from their platforms; and 2) urging
Congress to remove the content liability shield provided social media companies under
Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act – calls to action cited often by CSW in
previous publications.
•

The “Telegram” Challenge – A Call to Action Directed at Apple & Samsung
Telegram is the poster child for anti-Semitic/white nationalist encrypted end-to-end
and unencrypted communications. There is no substantive difference between its
customer offering from and that of Signal and Facebook-owned Whatsapp.
However, Telegram’s owner and management are headquartered in Dubai following
stints in Dublin and Singapore trying to stay ahead of any potential regulation and
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has operated with impunity and lethality – far more so than WhatsApp and Signal.
Telegram has an estimated 200 million subscribers, and is not funded by its
subscribers, but by its founders and shadowy investors.
Given Telegram’s ability to elude regulation (including being shielded from U.S.
regulation under Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act from content
liability) CSW is exploring a how to rein Telegram.
Telegram is an app downloaded onto both iOS and Android mobile devices.
Consequently, CSW is preparing the outlines of a new public advocacy campaign -hopefully to be embraced by the entire American Jewish community -- to urge major
iOS mobile phone device manufacturers (i.e., Apple) and Android mobile phone
device manufacturers (Samsung) bar the Telegram app from their respective “app
stores” to pressure Telegram to adopt a code of conduct barring extremist accounts
and communications. CSW has a model code of conduct which it will make table for
consideration under this call to action.
•

Telegram and the United Arab Emirates:
Intervene directly with the Government of the United Arab Emirates to pressure
Telegram’s management to end its tolerance of accounts which promote anti-Semitic
and Islamophobic incitement. The UAE’s leadership -- which has developed very
positive ties with American Jews -- must hear from the American Jewish community
that a facilitator of global anti-Semitism is based in its country and should be
prohibited from doing so.
Additional CSW Proposals:

•

U.S. Advertisers Must Act: Urge the digital advertising community operating through
its new GARM initiative (Global Alliance for Responsible Media) place pressure on
U.S. – based social media companies to accelerate their efforts to de-platform antiSemitic incitement. The American Jewish community has a unique window of
opportunity to leverage its influence with major American consumer brands through
GARM – without which GARM is unlikely to redress the specific issue of anti-Semitism
on social media platforms.

•

Social Media Standards Board (SMSB): CSW recommends creation of a SMSB – a
new public/private sector partnership to develop an independent regulatory
mechanism to enable the American Jewish community to monitor the progress (and
deficiencies) social media companies are marking in efforts to prevent the toxic
spread of social media-inspired anti-Semitism. CSW’s proposal is located on its
website (www.coalitionsw.org).
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•

Congress Has a Role: Urge key members of Congress to intervene directly with U.S.
social media companies to demand swifter de-platforming of anti-Semitic content
and accounts.

•

The Kremlin & Anti-Semitic/White Nationalism Misinformation: The Russian
government has dirty hands stoking more discord during our national crisis. The
Kremlin’s campaign to sow division inside the U.S. – utilizing misinformation and
white nationalism social media messaging – warrants more than mere condemnation,
but additional economic sanctions on Russia. The fact that the Russian government
is knowingly harboring Rinaldo Nazzaro – the purported leader of the virulent neoNazi group “The Base” -- is Exhibit A. CSW has called on Congress to impose more
economic sanctions on Russia until Nazzaro is expelled from St. Petersburg. There
must be no business as usual with the Kremlin and the American Jewish community
until Nazzaro is expelled and the Kremlin ends its affiliation with proven neo-Nazi
organizations.

•

Better Coordination & Strategies by International Jewish Organizations
The Corona virus pandemic has created a perfect storm for anti-Semitism to fester –
it is a unique national emergency at a time when anti-Semitism was already on the
rise. The alarming incitement to punish Jews for the misfortune to gentiles due to
the consequences of the pandemic compels better coordination among American
and European Jewish organizations to unite in a new call to action directed at the
management of social media companies and digital corporate advertisers.
CSW is concerned that insufficient coordination and planning is taking place within
the organized Jewish community to redress this threat from social media incitement.

=========================================================================
With your support CSW is ramping up its staff and capacity to take on these initiatives with
our coalition partners. At this challenging time for the country and the world we are working
hard to take this fight forward so that every effort is deployed to fight the scourge of antiSemitism.
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